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Overview

• Changing landscape

• PSMA: history, key features

• Benefits, opportunities



Transparency, efficiency

A real drive to make public data 

widely accessible

$ and to make government more 

efficient



Public Sector Mapping Agreement



Public sector and GI  

Public sector in Britain has long history of using GI:

• $ and a history of collective procurements (central government; local 
government; health; London; Scotland)

Through collective buying power, the agreements have helped reduce 
costs and meet needs

There have been disadvantages – they have had:
• Different products and licensing rights
• Multiple procurements

• Costly and inefficient
• Duplicate effort

• Difficulties exchanging data
• Focus on immediate requirements, less on longer term needs



PSMA overview

A centrally funded agreement between Government and Ordnance Survey allowing free 

access to data at the point of use from April 2011

Covers eligible public sector bodies from Central Government, Local Government and 

Health in England and Wales

Provides a set of core datasets from Ordnance Survey – Great Britain coverage

It is a ten year agreement with wider licensing rights to:

• Enable more effective joint working between public sector bodies and private 

organisations that support “core business”

• A basis for creating a collaborative partnership between public sector users of 

Geographic Information and Ordnance Survey



Leading up to the PSMA

December 2009

• Launch of consultation into policy options for GI from Ordnance Survey

31 March 2010

• Government publishes response to consultation

1 April 2010

• Launch of OS OpenData 

August 2010

• Transition Plan published; Signature

1 April 2011

• Live



Contractual structure, funding

An agreement for the public sector in England and Wales; close ties with the One 

Scotland equivalent

• Department for Communities and Local Government acts as customer on behalf of 

the overall membership

• Funding is centralised:

• all public sector organisations can use data without incurring a charge

• using more data does not increase cost

• Individual organisations sign up as needed



More products  

• Detailed topographic data; transport networks

• Medium scale data

• GML

• Raster

• Address and postcodes 

• OS OpenData™ products



  and better licensing

Licensing is much improved

Allows any activity delivering public sector tasks – not commercial 

activities

• It’s easier to understand

• Gives public sector better terms (Free To Use, data exemption 

process)

• Will simplify data sharing:

• across public sector – and One Scotland Mapping 

Agreement

• with contractors

• with the public (anyone for core business)



Governance

• Senior governance group 

• Provides strategic direction

• Chaired by Sir Ian Magee

• Ensure agreement delivers value for money

• Longer term requirements will also be delivered

• Operational groups



Benefits, opportunities



Benefits

We are already seeing benefits:

• Over 1,200 organisations are now members

• Easier data exchange

• More products being used

• A different relationship with Ordnance Survey - higher satisfaction

• More interest in GI, at more senior levels than previously: the senior GI Group is 

central to this



Opportunities

There is still more scope:

Value for money

• Central funding – important as budgets under pressure

• Fixed price – no increase despite larger membership

• Local government achieved £230m savings in 2009 through 

using GI – PSMA should facilitate more

Reduced procurement and management costs

• Millions saved from procurement costs; longer contract period 

saves more

Relationship

• A more forward-looking approach to requirements for GI



Summary; more information

• We’ve come a long way in a short time

• We’re already seeing benefits 

• More work still needed

• $ and much more will be delivered

More information

• PSMA website www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/psma

• PSMA agreement is in full on news pages at 

www.iggi.gov.uk/news.php

Email me: lars.calvert@communities.gsi.gov.uk


